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"A detailed and engrossing primer for anyone interested in ENS."--James Nestor, New York
Times bestselling author of Breath: The New Science of a Lost Art"Chris is addressing a
tremendously important issue in otolaryngology. Empty nose syndrome is a real entity that
requires further investigation. Although Chris' book is written for the general public, I truly hope
my colleagues in ENT will read this book and take it to heart."--Steven M. Houser, MD, ENT
specialist, MetroHealth Medical Center, professor, Case Western Reserve University, and wrote
the foreword for this book.What if you went into surgery expecting great improvement to your
breathing, only to come out breathless - for life?It can happen. But you can also reduce your risk
of becoming an empty nose syndrome (ENS) patient should you choose surgery - and you can
even manage it. Having Nasal Surgery? will show you how. Are you considering nasal surgery,
but would like to avoid becoming an ENS patient?Would you like to make sure you have
explored all the alternatives before undergoing nasal surgery?Have you already rolled the dice
with nasal surgery, but lost? If you answered yes to any of the above, read on. Endorsed by top
doctors familiar with ENS, Having Nasal Surgery? will help you: Avoid becoming an empty nose
syndrome patient.Lower your risk of ENS if you do choose nasal surgery.Exhaust non-surgical
remedies to treat your condition whether you suffer from sleep apnea, sinusitis, allergic rhinitis,
postnasal drip, GERD, or asthma.Effectively manage ENS.Be inspired by a personal tale."This
slim but potent book is tremendously important and informative not only for those considering
nasal surgeries, but for the specialists who perform them."-- Kirkus Indie"This is a well written
book with practical advice and appropriate information. It is all science backed, and offers the
best aggregation of ENS information I have found. It also calmed my anxieties about ENS..."--
Matt R on Ebook Library.com"An ideal sourcebook on ENS...All nasal doctors should have on
their shelves and be ready to pass on to patients."-- Les Chappell of BookReview.com"I just
spoke to an Australian ENT, returned from training with the ex-president of the US Facial and
Cosmetic Surgery Association who now agrees with the basic principles behind this book and
"would not perform a partial inferior turbinate resection on a member of my family." And I was
about to let my regular ENT perform an 80% resection!... until I saw this book."--Bard on Ebook
Library.com

"Invaluable reading for medical students, physicians, and non-specialist general readers, Having
Nasal Surgery? is especially recommended for personal, professional, and community library
Health & Medicine reference collections and reading lists." --Jim Cox, Editor-in-Chief, Midwest
Book Review "Having learned to manage his condition he tells a compelling personal story that
adds passion and authority to his presentation. Martin grants as his research shows that
"conservative" turbinate surgery can often alleviate chronic stuffiness but his presentation



implicates the many doctors and plastic surgeons who continue to remove excessive amounts of
turbinate." --Clarion Review "Chris Martin's book is a must-read for anyone with nasal problems
so they, too, can understand ENS and avoid becoming an ENS patient. His up-to-date
information can empower the patient to best therapies."--Murray Grossan, MD, Author of The
Sinus Cure and inventor of the Grossan Hydro Pulse® Nasal-Sinus Irrigation System. "I applaud
Chris' attempt to bring this critically important issue to the public's attention. If one person can be
saved from the devastation this surgery can cause, he will have performed a great service."--
Wellington S. Tichenor, MD, Creator of award-winning website sinuses.com, and wrote the
introduction for this book. "His personal disclosures make the book very interesting...I cannot
imagine a more comprehensive, yet easy-to-understand source of information." -- Paige Lovitt of
Reader Views "I learned a lot from this book when I first started researching breathing years ago,
and continue to refer to it today. Chris does a great job describing the wonders of the
underappreciated and underresearched organ called the nose, and also the horrors of what
happens when you lose the ability to breathe properly in and out of it. A detailed and engrossing
primer for anyone interested in ENS."--James Nestor, New York Times bestselling author of
Breath: The New Science of a Lost Art From the AuthorIn 2008, Having Nasal Surgery? Don't
You Become An Empty Nose Victim! won an Independent Publisher Book Award, Bronze
Medalist, in Health/Medicine/Nutrition. Since I wrote Having Nasal Surgery? I have been
pleased to see greatly increased research and interest in the otolaryngology (ear, nose, and
throat) field on empty nose syndrome, including 3 meta-analyses in 2015 as well as various
mainstream news articles. There has been a significant increase in ENS journal articles in recent
years as well. In 2015, J.A. Guzmán offered to and translated Having Nasal Surgery? Don't You
Become An Empty Nose Victim! into Spanish under the title, ¿Cirugía nasal? ¡No caiga en las
garras del síndrome de la nariz vacía! This Spanish translation is largely an exact translation
of Having Nasal Surgery? with a few minor updates. In 2016, I appeared in an October Men's
Health article titled, When Your Doctor Thinks You're Nuts. The article offered tips on how to
navigate the medical field when doctors are dismissive. In 2020, New York Times Bestselling
author James Nestor discussed ENS in his Bestselling book, Breath. Mr. Nestor cited Having
Nasal Surgery? Don't You Become An Empty Nose Victim! as the first reference for "select
empty nose syndrome research" in chapter 7 of his website bibliography.About the AuthorChris
Martin is a school psychologist, husband, father, and author who has multiple invisible chronic
illnesses, including empty nose syndrome. Despite living with multiple chronic illnesses and
knowing how tough they can be, Chris considers himself tremendously blessed as he is married
to his beautiful wife and has 4 daughters and 2 sons. You can visit his website at
invisibleillnessbooks.com.Steven M. Houser, MD, is an ENT specialist at MetroHealth Medical
Center and he is a professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery at Case Western
Reserve University. You can visit Dr. Houser's website at metrohealth.org/physician/steven-
houser-060046.Wellington S. Tichenor, MD, is a medical specialist in sinusitis in New York City
who does not perform surgery, but primarily treats patients who have not responded to surgery,



such as ENS patients. He teaches a course on endoscopy in patients who previously underwent
sinus surgery at the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology each year. Dr.
Tichenor wrote a paper, Nasal and Sinus Endoscopy for Medical Management of Resistant
Rhinosinusitis, Including Post-surgical Patients. Dr. Tichenor's website, sinuses.com, has won
numerous awards for outstanding content.Read more
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Matt R, “Fantastic Book. This is a well written book with practical advice and appropriate
information. It is all science backed, and offers the best aggregation of ENS information j have
found. It also calmed my anxieties about ENS, as I have had inferior turbinate reduction (though I
feel better after the surgery so far, but wouldn’t do it again based on the risks, and also wanted
to know how I can prevent atrophic rhinitis’. I highly recommend this book.”

Robert, “Amazing book. I struggle moment by moment with the horrific medical condition of
empty nose syndrome; my breathing has been seriously disrupted and this condition has pretty
much ruined my life. Chris does an incredible job of explaining empty nose syndrome,
combining a personal tale with a scientific explanation.This book is also useful for those
considering nasal surgery, as he critiques the various turbinate reduction surgeries, so one can
reduce the risk of getting empty nose syndrome from surgery. How I wish I had this book before
undergoing surgery!This book also offers numerous helpful remedies for the sinus sufferer.Well
done, Chris.”

karen, “An insightful critique of ENS syndrome. A very insightful and informative read on ENS! I
would highly recommend this book to anyone struggling with this condition or has a family
member with this syndrome.”

Bard, “Muchos Importante. This is undoubtly one of the most important issues facing the
medical community today. The impact of this book is already far reaching and I am confident we
will soon see a real turn-around in the ENT community in regards to these issue.Point of fact: I
just spoke to an Australian ENT, returned from training with the ex-president of the US Facial and
Cosmetic Surgery Association who now agrees with the basic principals behind this book and
"would not perform a partial inferior turbinate resection on a member of my family." And I was
about to let my regular ENT perfom an 80% resection!... until I saw this book.Get that. There's no
denying this. It's real, and I pray for all the poor souls who will be inadvertantly butchered
between now and when the new standard finally filters down into the offices of ENTs the world
over.Good luck Chris, and keep up the good work. Don't worry, by 2030 you'll probably have a
bionic nose that can shoot lasers so you can go around zapping irresponsible ENTs.They will
call you: The Turbinator.BardB )”

Mary, “I thought I was alone with my problem, but found out otherwise.. I thought I was alone with
my constant nasal problem. I went to several doctors and they all said I had no allergies, they
didn't find anything. It was very frustrating. This book has shown me that I do have a problem, a
doctor out there knows something of what I am suffering, and now I just have to finish reading
the book to see what my options are.”



MaryS, “Help for Empty Nose Syndrome Victims. The book is a fantastic resource as well being
as an inspiring story. Empty nose syndrome is a severely debilitating condition. I wish I had
known about the risk before my surgery. I appreciate that a Kindle edition is now available.”

retire10, “Having Nasal Surgery? Don't become and Empty Nose Victim book.. "Having Nasal
Surgery. Don't you Become an Empty Nose Victim. Excellent educational and informative
reading for those who are considering nasal surgery, and for those who have become an Empty
Nose Victim.”

Mac, “Read before considering sinus surgery. As I was once told by a ENT, a surgery cannot be
undone, this book sheds a lot of light on that statement.”

The book by Christopher Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 28 people have provided feedback.
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